We invented the Puklight.®
Now we’re revolutionizing it.

Dimmable, long-lived and energy efficient, the PukLED™ from Lucifer Lighting will change the way you think about LEDs. Because we’ve combined the heat sink with the fixture, the PukLED has an extremely low profile and sends out lots of light with minimal heat. Plus, it uses only a nominal 3 watts and lasts for 50,000 hours. Wet or dry applications, warm or cool white, this tiny light makes a very big impression.

- Perfect for recessed wall units, display cases, cabinetry or exhibits.
- Safe for the most sensitive and delicate heirlooms, with no UV or IR radiation.
- Customizeable with one effects device and a theatrical gel.
- Aluminum, white, black or customized finish.

Minimal fixtures; maximal impact.™
luciferlighting.com